
 
 
HighPoint Unveils the Industry’s first 6Gb/s SATA Expander Module 
 
July 2013, Milpitas CA - HighPoint Technologies unveils the Industry’s first 6Gb/s SATA Expander Module with 
Built-in Enclosure Management – the Rocket EJ340.  
Rocket EJ340 SATA Expander Modules are ideal for applications that demand cost-effective, high-capacity 6Gb/s  
storage configurations, and are available for PC and Mac platforms. The Industry standard Mini-SAS connectors  
and Centronics compliant form factor allow Rocket EJ340 expander modules to be easily integrated into a variety  
of storage Enclosure.  
 
Enables HighPoint RAID Controller Series Support 16 Drives Over Single SFF-8088 
 
The Rocket EJ340 allows RocketRAID series 6Gb/s HBA’s support up to 16 SATA hard drives from a single  
connector, effectively quadrupling the storage capability of each external Mini-SAS port! 
 
Rocket EJ340 SATA Expander Modules EXPAND the Storage Capability of RocketRAID 6Gb/s Mini-SAS RAID  
HBA's: 400%  more Storage Capacity and Scalable Performance!!  
 
 
Best Cost/Performance Alternative for SAS Expander Solutions 
 
Rocket EJ340 paired with RocketRAID HBA’s deliver a wide-range of SATA Storage Solutions suitable for any  
platform: from Professional Server & Workstation Applications to Entry-Level RAID Storage upgrades. 
The Rocket EJ340 can support a wide-range of RAID configurations such as RAID 0, 1, 5, 6, 10, 50 and JBOD. RAID  
level support varies depending on which card the expander is paired with. Advanced features such as Online  
Capacity Expansion (OCE) and Online RAID Level Migration (ORLE), which allow clients to expand, upgrade or  
convert RAID existing configurations as needed without compromising data.  
 
Built-In Storage Management Capability 
 
The EJ340 delivers comprehensive enclosure management and monitoring features designed to simplify and  
streamline storage maintenance. Each EJ340 featured integrated temperature sensors and 3 fan ports with  
automated speed-control to help maintain a consistent temperature for the local storage environment. 
In addition, EJ340 Expander Modules provide connectors for up to 2 additional temperature sensors, an audible  
alarm, and LED pins for enclosure monitoring, error and warning notifications. 
 
Storage and Enclosure Management Suite 
 
Rocket EJ340 Expander Modules include a comprehensive storage monitoring suite, which merges seamlessly with  
RocketRAID RAID Management interfaces.  
An intuitive web-based interface provides users with clear, concise summaries of all hosted storage devices; the  
status of individual drives, RAID & JBOD configurations, storage enclosure hardware, and any hosted RocketRAID  
HBA.  
The comprehensive selection of real-time monitoring services analyze internal temperature readings of storage  
enclosures and individual SATA drives, provide controls for cooling apparatus, and actively monitor the status of  
power supplies.  
 
Comprehensive Operating System Platform Support 
 



HighPoint has developed a series of software packages that allow professional solution providers to craft custom- 
tailored storage configurations suitable for any computing platform. Device drivers and storage management  
suites are readily available for Mac and PC platforms, and support all major operating systems including Windows  
Server 2012, 2008, 2003, Windows 8, Linux Distributions, FreeBSD and Mac OS X. 
 
Availability and Pricing 
The Rocket EJ340 6Gb/s SATA Expander Module will is available immediately from our worldwide network of  
Distribution and Reseller channels. 
 
Distribution Channels: ASI, D&H Distribution, MaLabs, 
E-Commerce Channels: Amazon.com, Amazon.ca, B&H, Newegg.com 
 
MSRP 
 
Rocket EJ340 – USD$119.00 
 
Why Choose HighPoint? 
 
HighPoint is driven by the creative soul of our experienced product engineers, and an insatiable need for  
technological innovation. For over 17 years, HighPoint has been at the forefront of the storage industry, delivering  
cost-effective, cutting-edge technology and storage solutions to SMB’s, Media Professionals and System  
Integrators, world-wide. 
For the better part of two decades, our software and hardware development teams have dedicated themselves  
towards the design and manufacture of robust, cutting-edge storage solutions.  
At HighPoint Technologies, we tirelessly strive to satisfy the ever growing need for cost-effective, robust, highly  
versatile storage solutions, and are committed to delivering the highest quality product and services. 
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